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Neutra
Richard Joseph Neutra (April 8, 1892 – April 16, 1970) was a Jewish Austrian-American architect. Living and building for the majority of his career in Southern California, he came to be considered among the most prominent and important modernist architects.
Richard Neutra - Wikipedia
Nutria are large, web-footed rodents that are more agile in the water than on land.
Nutria | National Geographic
Richard Joseph,1892–1970, U.S. architect, born in Austria. German name of Nitra.
Neutra | Definition of Neutra at Dictionary.com
The Neutra Institute is committed preserving the Neutra legacy to highlight enduring human needs that demand new solutions in a changing world.
Home - Neutra Institute for Survival Through Design
a person or a nation that remains neutral, as in a controversy or war. a citizen of a neutral nation during a war.
Neutral | Definition of Neutral at Dictionary.com
The brilliance of buildings like those by Charles Eames, as well as those of his close friend, Richard Neutra, was first brought to light by Shulman’s photography. The clarity of his work demanded that architectural photography had to be considered as an independent art form.
Neutra. Complete Works: Lamprecht, Barbara, Shulman ...
Neutral definition is - one that is neutral. How to use neutral in a sentence.
Neutral | Definition of Neutral by Merriam-Webster
A 10-pound rodent pest called nutria ravaging southern wetlands in the US, which has been especially damaging to the marshland ecology in the Mississippi Delta following Hurricanes Rita and...
Nutria, A Rat-like Pest Ravaging Gulf Coast Wetlands, Can ...
Nutria, (Myocastor coypus), also called coypu, a large amphibious South American rodent with webbed hind feet. The nutria has a robust body, short limbs, small eyes and ears, long whiskers, and a cylindrical, scaly tail.
Nutria | rodent | Britannica
The coypu (from Spanish coipú, from Mapudungun koypu; Myocastor coypus), also known as the nutria, is a large, herbivorous, semiaquatic rodent. Classified for a long time as the only member of the family Myocastoridae, Myocastor is now included within Echimyidae, the family of the spiny rats.
Coypu - Wikipedia
A popular sans serif font family designed by House Industries
Neutraface - House Industries
One of the most influential architects of the twentieth century, Richard Neutra helped define modernism in Southern California and around the world. Born in Vienna in 1892, Neutra developed an early interest in architecture, particularly the work of Otto Wagner. World War I interrupted his studies at the Vienna University of Technology.
Richard Neutra | Los Angeles Conservancy
Neutra TextRegular1. 000;HOUS;NeutraText-BookNeutra TextOTF 1. 000;PS 001. 000;Core 1. 0. 29NeutraText-BookNeutraText-Book is a trademark of House Industries/Brand ...
Download Free Font Neutra Text - Windows fonts
R.J. Neutra designed our school, R.J. Neutra Elementary, back in his early years. The building wasn't constructed until 1960, and opened in 1961. We are the "ring school" that he had dreamed of, and like all of his buildings, nature was incorporated into the design.
Neutra: Lamprecht, Barbara, Gössel, Peter: 9783822827734 ...
Neutra 6.0 is enriched with new, vibrant colors in Magnum Oversize formats, innovative glass mosaics, plasters and coordinated paintings, confirming its unique and very recognizable identity. Fine porcelain stoneware becomes a true element of design, providing a collection that can be defined as an open project.
Neutra 6.0 | Casa dolce casa - Casamood | Florim Ceramiche ...
Richard Neutra, a Viennese émigré who came to the United States in 1923 to work with Frank Lloyd Wright, arrived in Los Angeles in 1925, the year before his son was born, and began building. Together, Richard and Dion Neutra exerted their influence upon the built environment and visual aesthetics of Los Angeles for nearly a century. 44:05
Dion Neutra - Neutra Institute for Survival Through Design
Explore a unique blend of structure and surroundings in this essential architectural introduction to Richard Neutra, pioneer of a particularly holistic brand of modernism which incorporated the ragged lines of a landscape as much as the sleek surfaces and pared down geometries of 20th-century cool. Barbara Lamprecht, Peter Gössel
20th-century cool: Richard Neutra. TASCHEN Books
In 1956, when the still-untamed Hollywood Hills were an experimental architectural lab, the modernist Richard Neutra designed a house there for the painter-and-poet couple Robert Chuey and...
Inside Richard Neutra’s Historic Chuey House ...
Neutra on stilts offers killer views in Sherman Oaks, asks $1.1M This two-bedroom residence is one of 20 hilltop homes in Sherman Oaks designed in the 1960s by influential modern architect Richard...
Richard Neutra - Curbed LA
An architect’s legacy — Richard Neutra designed homes that blended art, practicality and the natural landscape. The Neutra House Numbers – based on the geometric letterforms the late architect specified for his buildings – bring a piece of Neutra’s modernist vision to any residential or commercial space.
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